97 dodge intrepid fuel pump

Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester
Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel Injection Plenum
Gasket Set. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Relay
Connector. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Strap. Air Intake. Body
Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions.
US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump. Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Notes:
Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel
pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends
cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is
recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE
Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide
range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are
built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications
and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's
electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated,
tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly. Product List
Price:. Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank opening to permit integrated filter in
reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy efficient operation Active
reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel supply in reservoir Passive
reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes High capacity filter media
helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable in-tank fuel filter for
markets with poor qualit. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Airtex Fuel Pump. Action
Crash Fuel Pump. Action Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel
Pump Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled
manufacturing and testing procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories
such as tank seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor
design provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives. Denso Fuel Pump. Delphi FG
Part was exactly what I needed, worked fine and very promptly delivery. July 14th, Posted by
Macsgold. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Dodge Intrepid. Vehicle Engine Dodge Intrepid. Catalog: B. Delphi
is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float
height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading
Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: A. Catalog: H.
Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Dodge Intrepid. Catalog: C. Search our online fuel pump relay catalog
and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the web. We sell wholesale to the public. We
specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts and accessories for your car, truck or SUV.
Call toll free to order or place your order online via our secure checkout system. Our online
parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be assured the parts you buy are in stock at
the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the same day. They are available for the following
Dodge Intrepid years: , , , , , , , , , , 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, I placed two sseperate orders
on different days and both were waiting at home for me less than 24 hours after placing the
order. And that was with their UPS ground shipping. I ordered trunk struts and the ones they
shipped were original equipment parts from Mercedes Benz. The cabin filter I ordered was
aftermarket but very good quality at less than half the cost that I was seeing elsewhere. I am
very happy with Parts Geek and will use them again. I even recommended them to my boss who
has also bought parts for his car which is the same model Mercedes as mine. They had the part
I needed I was told it was a dealer only part , they shipped it quickly and it fit just fine! Thank
you! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Read more reviews. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Dodge Intrepid. Vehicle Dodge Intrepid. Catalog:
A. Vehicle Sub Model Dodge Intrepid. Ok so the other day I drove my car around midnight came
home parked it We check under the hood in the fuse box and the engine control fuse is blown.
We replace it with a new one and it keeps blowing everytime i try to start the car. It doesn't blow
in the run position just when you crank it over and it does crank and try to start. So we start
looking at wires checking them then i read something online about taking out the fuel pump

relay but instead we pulled the fuel pump FUSE in the car and tried to start it and the fuse didn't
blow. So now my boyfriend is set on that it's the fuel pump causing the problems. But the fuse
doesn't blow while driving just after turning it off. Well after he checks the fuel pump fuse
holder thing and see if it's getting power we put the fuse back in and try to start it just to try it
and it starts up! So we think we are fine he drives it to work and back then we go out about an
hour later and try to go somewhere and it's doing it again. Someone told me that if it was the
fuel pump that the engine control fuse would blow while in the run position.. If anyone can help
with what is going on.. Or if its possibly something else. What all does the engine control fuse
control? Anyone know any tests or anything please let me know. Ok before all this happened
my gauges weren't working and my bf went to take the fuse cover off in the car and the gauges
started working again. So we just took out the gauge fuse like we were with the fuel pump and it
didn't blow the engine control fuse I agree with the others that it could not have happened that
way. However, the garage mechanic may have told you that hoping you would believe it. First
there are companies that build rebuilt engines for various makes and models, they take the old
one out and pop the new one in. I would not have the existing engine fixed. In a garage you'll
pay retail for all the parts, the labor costs will be high. Shop around, there are honest mechanics
out there. It's not unheard of for the bolt to jar loose a little bit and the oil to drip out slowly.
Secondly it sounds like the warranty has expired, so you might want to put in an insurance
claim. Blown engines happen for a variety of reasons, it won't be the first claim of this kind the
insurance company has heard of. If they ask you to shop around, call or visit at least three
repair places and get the quotes faxed or write them down and record the phone number of the
place and the person you spoke to along with the quote. The insurance company will pick one
that charges a fair price, after all they have to pick up the rest of the tab. If they increase your
premiums next time most won't for something like this because it wasn't your fault just shop
around when it comes time to renew. I had my first accident a few years ago my fault and my
premiums were not raised. My Dad had an accident the same year, his fault as well. He called
his agent and said the company had been taking his money for 40 years and this was his first
claim. He called around, he was up front about the accident and found a company that gave him
the same coverage for the same amount. Anyway, some problems are made to sound awful
when you talk to some mechanics. But it pays to get a second or third opinion, most mechanics
are honest. A "new" rebuilt or rebuilt used engine is really your best option. There are consumer
organizations that rate the products of the rebuilders, it is wise to check out the company
before you buy. I looked on the internet and found a company that offered for sale a rebuilt
engines for a models. But the mechanic doesn't sound right. Car manufactures stopped using
timing belts about 20 years ago, it's all electronic. I don't know if you remember but a couple of
years ago a certain foreign pick up truck company had problems with the bolts on the axle
assembly cover. All four could be shaken out over time and then in a moment the cover would
fall off, some road junk would get sucked in and did all kinds of neat things to the axle
assembley. Since pick-up trucks need lots of power, the strain caused other parts to fail and it
was all due to substandard bolts. Anyway, if you do decide to use insurance, they will be
familiar with the problem and will probably be delighted when you suggest junking the engine
instead of repairing it and replacing it with a rebuilt one. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf
is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID
pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge.
Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine
acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson
wish Tiger well after crash. Update: Ok before all this happened my gauges weren't working and
my bf went to take the fuse cover off in the car and the gauges started working again. Update 2:
ok never mind its blowing the engine control fuse with the gauge fuse out now haha this is a
night mare! Answer Save. Favorite Answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. The sporty design and agile control of Dodge vehicles provide car owners a zippy and
secure ride. No automobile embodies a reputation for astonishing durability that compares with
a genuine Dodge and their popularity is entirely merited. The Dodge Intrepid is known as a
fantastic family car - help it stay reliable and safe for your family by buying top-quality
automobile components and parts. Your loved ones want your vehicle to give you a decent
driving experience along with enduring reliability; that's why you selected a set of wheels like
the stylish Dodge Intrepid. All the safety-conscious drivers know how to get the most value for
their dollar when buying Dodge Intrepid parts. Your Dodge was manufactured with quality and
expertise; it ought to get new replacement or OEM components with the same top level of value.
Maximum horsepower and high performance depend on outstanding parts and accessories.
You bought a performance-optimized vehicle to enjoy its excellent engine power and
performance, keep up that decision by installing the best replacement parts. Now that injection

systems have largely supplanted outdated carburetion systems, today's Dodge Intrepid Fuel
Pumps have to feed fuel under pressure; they are therefore electronic. Your car's Dodge
Intrepid Fuel Pump pumps air into the gas system to move gasoline out of the fuel tank to the
engine. Most Dodge Intrepid Fuel Pumps sit in your gas tank; because liquid fuel isn't
combustible, this is the optimal area for installation. You no longer have to decide between
price and durability when you get aftermarket parts. Selecting a Dodge was a smart choice, now
keeping it in great shape is also easy. To get the most service out of your car or truck, you'll
figure out that quality parts are part of awesome performance - PartsGeek. They are available
for the following Dodge Intrepid years: , , , , , , , , , , , , 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, This
part is also sometimes called Dodge Intrepid Gas Pumps. The package came fast, I was
surprised because it came faster than they said it would. The part was in great condition and It
been working great for me. This site seems like it has some of the lowest prices as well. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket
within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See
customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek
always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Airtex EM Fuel Pump.
Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of
contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before
installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of
OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into
every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years.
Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty
float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge
reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due
to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Package Contents Strainer Kit. Dodge Intrepid fuel pump is
responsible for the smooth functioning of a vehicle. It is designed to last as long as the car
itself. However, it may experience some troubles from time to time. The fuel pump
malfunctioning or failure must be reported to the authorized service personnel as soon as the
symptoms are noticed. It may not be a good idea to repair it on your own since it requires strict
adherence to safety instructions. Based on the complaints of the owners, here is a list of Dodge
Intrepid fuel pump problems that are likely to confront the Dodge Intrepid fuel pump. Numerous
owners have complained that the Dodge Intrepid turns over but won't start. The fuel pump must
be checked for leakages in such cases. It is better to get the fuel pump replaced from a verified
mechanic. Ignoring the problem might lead to engine misfire and affect transmission. A dodge
intrepid fuel pump reset can sometimes fix the issue. Some might experience a hard start while
others may fail to start. It is important to check both crank sensors as well as cam position
sensors in the vehicle. After detecting the problem, the technician might suggest you replace
the cam position sensors. Once the sensors are replaced, the PCM fault codes will no longer
appear. Dodge Intrepid Fuel Pump Check Valve Leaking The pressure inside the check valve of
the Dodge Intrepid fuel pump must be maintained to ensure the vehicle has a smooth start.
However, when it fails to maintain the pressure, the Dodge Intrepid may experience problems in
hard starting. Merely replacing the fuel pump may not fix dodge intrepid fuel pump problems. A
well-trained technician will need to look for the check engine lights too. Again, it is best not to
troubleshoot on your own, because intricate safety guidelines need to be complied with. It is up
to the technician to either repair the fuel pump or to replace it. If your dodge intrepid fuel pump
has a serious problem, then you may want to get it replaced. In such cases, be careful about the
authenticity of the parts used. Choose a trusted AutoZone to buy replacement parts. Thankfully,
PartsGeek provides the best quality parts for the Dodge Intrepid fuel pump replacement. The
labor costs and taxes may vary depending on the area where you get it serviced. Read more
reviews. Part was exactly what I needed, worked fine and very promptly delivery. It works
perfect! Could have came with an extra peice but we made it work. Thank u. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Dodge Intrepid. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to
Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and
guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical
system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested
and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping Fitment Information:. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built
to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and
guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical

system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested
and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment
Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Dodge Intrepid. Catalog: A. Vehicle Dodge Intrepid.
Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: N. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck.
Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel
Line Repair Kit. Fuel Pump. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump and
Sender Assembly. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Strap. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Shop By Vehicle. Ecogard Fuel Filter - In-Line. Click to
Enlarge. Pronto Fuel Filter. Hastings Fuel Filter. Features: In-Line Fuel Filter. WIX Fuel Filter.
Features: Light Duty. AC Delco Fuel Filter. Features: Promises consistent fuel flow Keeps
contaminants out of the engine Engineered to high standards Assured high quality and
dependability Tested under extreme conditions. Interfil Fuel Filter. Product List Price:. Features:
OE-Equivalent and direct fit application. Threaded connectors and original equipment quality
mounting brackets. High-efficiency filter media. Pressure stable, heavy-duty housings. Provides
protection against fuel system wear and corrosion. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Catalog: C. Vehicle Engine Dodge Intrepid. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Catalog: N. Catalog: A.
Vehicle Dodge Intrepid. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump.
Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel
Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Pump. Fuel Pump
Assembly. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Tank Strap. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY
Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Gates Fuel Tank Cap. Click to Enlarge. Gates W Fuel Tank Cap.
Product List Price:. Features: Meets OE vehicle standards OE quality seal ensures fuel tank
emissions are maintained preventing check engine warnings. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Stant Fuel Tank Cap. Features: OE Pressure relief prevents fuel vapors from
exiting the fuel system under normal operating conditions. This allows an escape path for
pressure in the event of an impact situation where the fuel tank has collapsed. It also permits
pressure to escape if the vapor management system malfunctions. OE Vacuum relief prevents
fuel vapors from exiting the fuel system via the fill tube under normal operations. This allows an
alternative path for air to flow into the tank if there is an obstructi. Motorad Fuel Tank Cap.
Features: Manufactured from durable, long-life materials Reduces air pollution with proper
sealing and venting Independently tested for emission control Allows slow release of pressure
before removing the cap Protects your fuel from theft and vandalism Passes all state and
federal emissions tests. Features: Independently tested for emission control Manufactured from
durable, long-life materials Reduces air pollution with proper sealing and venting Protects your
fuel from theft and vandalism Passes all state and federal emissions tests. Features:
Independently tested for emission control Reduces air pollution with proper sealing and venting
Manufactured from durable, long-life materials Passes all state and federal emissions tests
Allows slow release of pressure before removing the cap. Features: Reduces air pollution with
proper sealing and venting Manufactured from durabl
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e, long-life materials Passes all state and federal emissions tests Independently tested for
emission control. Features: Manufactured from durable, long-life materials Passes all state and
federal emissions tests. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: 2 caps with
matching keys Independently tested for emission control Reduces air pollution with proper
sealing and venting Manufactured from durable, long-life materials Passes all state and federal
emissions tests Protects your fuel from theft and vandalism. Catalog: A. Vehicle Engine Dodge
Intrepid. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Vehicle Dodge Intrepid. Catalog: C. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q.
Features: 2 caps with matching keys Independently tested for emission control Reduces air
pollution with proper sealing and venting Manufactured from durable, long-life materials Passes
all state and federal emissions tests Protects your fuel from theft and vandalism Condition: New
Lockable Yes Type Locking Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:.

